Olanrewaju Alaba
Software Developer
alabaolanrewaju13@gmail.com

LinkedIn

GitHub

Twitter

https://www.chryzcode.dev/

Profile
I'm an experienced software engineer with a passion for developing innovative
programs that expedite the efficiency and effectiveness of organizational success. Wellversed in technology and writing code to create systems that are reliable and userfriendly.
Confident communicator, strategic thinker, and innovative creator to develop software
that is customized to meet a company’s organizational needs, highlight their core
competencies, and further their success.

Skills and Technologies
HTML

CSS

Bootstrap

Python

Django

Docker

PostgreSQL

Netlify

Heroku

SQLite

Git

FastAPI

Django Rest Framework

Javascript

Jquery

GraphQL

Professional Experience
Fullstack Web Developer(contract)
TeenWolf Token

Nov 2021 – Feb 2022

Building and maintaining frontend interfaces.
Integrating third party applications for smooth backend flow for clients use
Building and maintaining database systems
Presented to management on valuable software developments that were in the
works.

Backend Intern
HNG

Aug 2021 – Oct 2021

Developed efficient and secured API endpoints
Wrote tests and documentation for endpoints created
Syntactically structuring of codes using linting tools
Collaborated with internal teams to convert feedback into meaningful and improved
solutions.
Backend Intern
Zuri-I4G

Mar 2021 – Aug 2021

Gave reports to the project manager regarding current developments, and tracked
changes in existing software.
Worked remotely using version control software and deploying using Heroku.
Oversee a team of five software backend interns and lead weekly discussions to
brainstorm ideas
I learnt more about user experience, relative to backend flows for projects.

Projects
Shopit
Feb 2022 – Sep 2022
Source code
Shopit is an e-commerce platform that equips merchants with the efficient tools to
thrive online(digitally)
ZuriChat
Repository
Zuri Chat is a platform on which an infinite number of powerful collaboration apps can
be built, the platform that will power remote work in the Web3 future.
Dev-Meet
Source Code
A web application for developers with same interest or programming language create
a chat room to meet, communicate and many more.
Portfolio-Resume Builder
Source Code
Portfolio-Resume builder dynamically generates a personal resume and porfolio for
people(users).
ChryzHub Blogs
Source Code
ChryzHub Blogs is a blogging platform for technical writers and developers.

